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Background
The 2020 Youth Summit was a free online one-day event bringing together sixth form and
college students, aged 16-18, from around the country to discuss and debate the topics of
the Christmas Lectures.
It took place on Friday 16 October 2020 using the I'm a Scientist online platform. Covering
themes of sustainability, science, society and empowerment, the Summit was convened to
engage young people with the Christmas Lectures later in the year.
Videos from experts and RI staff helped stimulate debate, provoking discussions amongst
young people. Moderators were employed to facilitate conversations and ask further
probing questions.
In total 220 young people participated in the online event. There were over 9,100 unique
posts, with 198 users making an average of 45 posts within the platform. The day started
with an icebreaker exercise where participants got to discuss the issues in groups where
there was likely to be high levels of convergence on opinions and views about the future.
Following this participant could move fluidly in and out of different content areas and ‘chat
rooms’ depending on their interests. A scenarios exercise helped to provoke discussion and
surface perspectives on critical political, social, technological and cultural challenges. From
these twelve key themes were identified, and voting took place to inform the topics that
would be discussed further:
1. Renewable energy
2. Future technologies
3. Political change
4. Inequality
5. Population control
Each group then had to create a message for the Christmas Lectures and report back in
plenary.
About this report
David Owen, Gurukula Ltd, was invited to observe the event, and to report back to the I’m a
Scientist on his observations about the effectiveness of the platform for hosting online
dialogues. In particular, he was tasked with observing:
● Engagement - to what extent was the tool helping facilitate engagement with a
topic? Are people engaged? Are we hearing from a diverse range of people?
● Learning – what evidence was there of dialogue between participants and around
the topic?

We did not collect data directly from participants, teachers, facilitators or the I'm a scientist
team. This report is therefore built on observations of the live event only.

Observations on the platform
The I’m a scientist platform offered a secure, functioning, and effective environment for the
online Summit. Participants reported very few challenges with the technology while using
the platform and any questions about how to use the platform (i.e. navigation) were
resolved quickly. The platform offers basic functionality that is well-executed; with a
functional design. The look and feel of the platform is akin to tools that users may be
already familiar with (i.e. message boards, video content, voting). The platform offers a
small number of simple devices which enable personalisation. For example, having an emoji
that represents how the user felt about climate change; changing the colour and positioning
of the nominated facilitators chat posts; profile statements.
Possible developments to the platform:
● As a user you need to occasionally refresh the page to get the menu links to work.
● Users relied on moderation to know what to do next and when. The banners at the
top were useful placeholders but sometimes go unnoticed - it may be worth
considering activating a pop-up notification (than can be dismissed) when you want
participants to move to a new part of the dialogue.
● In a busy room, it appeared quite a challenge for the moderators to facilitate the
chat, delete inappropriate posts and deal with technical concerns. Whilst there were
no significant problems, one participant asked four times how to change room, but
moderators and participants missed this. Consider a ‘hand-raise’ function or similar
to notify moderators that you have a problem with the technology.
● In line with developments in how people are using WhatsApp and We-chat consider
a voice record button for use with older audiences.

Observations on materials
The RI materials were well produced. Frequently very short and snappy no longer than sixty
seconds. This was combined with some longer videos i.e. related to future scenarios. The
interaction in the chat suggested people had engaged sufficiently with the video content to
get the gist of them.
Possible developments to the materials:
● The scripting of the videos was generally of a high-level. Occasionally, however, the
tense was muddled. In some of the hosting videos, it was apparent it had been
pre-recorded; in others, it had a more 'live’ feel. Keeping a consistency here would
help with execution.
● For an external observer, there was potentially a little too much ‘grief’ expressed
over not being able to meet online. This may be incongruent with how the audience
is feeling about the event, for whom, it represents a unique opportunity they may
not otherwise have engaged with.

● The mixture of expert content worked well. There it is worth noting the different
styles of recording. Tara's had a polished (Tedx) like feel; Dani’s were a little more
informal/casual, a little like a zoom call with an aunt. These different production
styles worked well, but equally, a more consistent approach could be deployed.
● It may be worth considering actors to develop and perform the content for future
scenarios. This could form a significant part of any forthcoming project, embedding a
partnership with actors as part of the delivery and co-development with researchers.

Observations on facilitation/moderation
As someone not tuned into using SMS or text platforms, the opening stages of the Summit
could only be described as a little frenetic. There were multiple threads of conversations
occurring during one single chat. Users were using a variety of different terms and slang that
is unique to SMS, whilst also trying to test the boundaries of the system by sharing gaming
codes. It's my view that the moderation and facilitation were good; however, facilitators
need to come prepared to these events with practice using the platform, potentially a pilot
experience and if working with young people, an understanding of young people how they
use technology and an urban dictionary.
The pace of the discussion during the early phases of the day meant that it was hard to
follow the thread of the conversations and sometimes resulted in accidentally deleted posts
(which then raised questioning from users). By and large, these challenges did not appear to
affect the user experience, though one would need to check this against the evaluation.
Possible developments to facilitation/moderation
● Could consider adding an extra step to re-confirm the twelve themes with
participants before voting.
● The level of intervention from moderators notably dropped off when the theming
was taking place. A couple of participants commented on this. Potentially having
more resources in place to do the theming and leaving the moderation in place.

Observations on user engagement
This was one of the striking elements to me. I was initially sceptical of the level of
engagement I would witness with the debates on the platform. However, once the event
commenced, there was a frenzy of activity, which was sustained throughout the morning.
The simplicity of the format (SMS messaging) seemed to free up participants to both
contribute their thoughts, debate, build-bridges and interact with one another. This should
be set against a critical assessment of SMS as a form of dialogue (i.e. a restricted mode of
communication missing many of the non-verbal cues we are used to receiving, a lack of
embodiment etc.).
I observed the following:

● Early on, it was clear that participants were having fun with the platform. There was
humour shared with people pretending they were from different countries, using
terms like POG.
● There were multiple conversations and exchanges, going on within one single
thread.
● Streaming people at the outset into like-minded groups, appeared to help build
confidence and engagement.
● There is a playful element to the interactions. It resonated a little with game room
chat. Participants identity is restricted to a few small variables: username, chosen
emoji, and users make the most of these to personalise their identity. The format
appeared to be very familiar.
● Given the Summit was held within School time with some delegates in a classroom
setting, it’s not clear how much knowing one another in real life and being in a
shared physical space may have aided discussions and interactions.
● The dialogues led to the emergence of a huge and diverse range of opinions, insight
and topics. There was an exchange of ideas going on between participants. The
topics covered included:
o Brexit
o US elections
o Organic farming
o Biodiversity
o Veganism
o Population control
o Future technologies
o Wealth gap
o Inequality
o Urban relocation
o Political change
o Greenwashing
● Young people brought in references to other experiences, literature and media as
ways of locating arguments and discussions.
● Participants engaged critically with each other and the materials/videos. The
moderators did an excellent job at asking probing questions and being honest with
their knowledge. It worked well not to have a scientist in the room but it would be
interesting to see how it affected the dynamic and exchange of knowledge.

Evaluation
Early on, as I reached for an urban dictionary, it struck me that involving a group of peer
evaluators (i.e. young people of a similar age and demographic to the participants), would
help me to better assess the effectiveness of the dialogue, in the terms that young people
value and can relate to.
Finally, whilst the RI evaluation measured experience, it would be good to build in an
assessment of learning within the event. Inviting people to update their profile statements

and emojis at the end of the event and then assessing these would offer further intelligence
into the pedagogic impact of the process.

Closing remarks
The Youth Summit appeared, based on the interactions and initial feedback to be a
rewarding and engaging experience for the young people who took part. The I’m a Scientist
team has developed a simple but effective platform which can help facilitate dialogue
online. The platform uses the same heavily relied upon communication methods many have
come to know through social media platforms, message boards and SMS messaging. It is
known that such technologies when effectively moderated can contribute to emotional and
social well-being1 and can provide a safe environment for learning and challenging
perspectives2.
While used here with Young people, there is merit in using this platform with a range of
different audience groups, particularly those comfortable with the aforementioned
technologies. The team’s experience in using the platform and getting the best out of it for
discussion on sensitive topics is evident, as is their ability to tailor the dialogue to specific
audience groups, in this case young people In recent months the problem of ‘zoom fatigue’that is the tiredness, worry, or burnout associated with overusing virtual platforms of
communication - is creating new challenges for engaging audiences online. Relying
predominantly on text based communication, which can be facilitated asynchronously or
synchronously, the I’m a Scientist platform offers an alternative and complementary way to
conduct online dialogue work.
Whilst there are limitations to the text-based communication mechanism (i.e. a lack of
embodiment, missing non-verbal cues), these limitations may offer up some advantages to
dialogues with different audience groups, and can also be negated by triangulation of
methods i.e. telephone interviews, video conferencing if required. Other advantages of the
platform include the ability to move in and out of different chat rooms, (more freely than
perhaps users would if connecting via video link), and to blend synchronous and
asynchronous approaches.
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Annex A: Some highlights from the chat
The following screenshots have been taken out of chronological order in order for the
conversations to be apparent. These are shared here as a short snapshot of the
interaction between participants. Much longer threads exist, where young people debate
a specific topic or challenge, however these are too lengthy to be illustrated here.
Thoughtful engagement…

Multiple conversations in one thread

Disagreement on sensitive topics

Arguments and posturing

Moderation / Classroom management

